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After transmigrated a thousand years later, he had thought that after a thousand years, the
Earth's technology was changing quickly, society was in full flourish, and mankind had gone to
the cosmos and the stars. But in reality, the Earth has long been riddled with holes because
mankind's excessive claim on resources has overdrawn the planet's vitality.When the Spiritual Qi
was discovered, all things ushered in the opportunity to evolve, but animals evolved faster and
humans were losing ground. He went to war as a soldier and encountered the most dangerous
situation. Fortunately, he carried the game hack he used in his previous life when he played the
game. The game hack could extract the genes of other powerful creatures. Since then he
evolved rapidly and became invincible.
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ELIMINATING DEMONSA loud roar was heard. The Qi of the black fog that filled the sky surged
and quickly turned into a thousand-meter large black fog Giant Mountain in front of Mutant Beast
King of the Black Fog. Inside the Giant Mountain, there was an evil and sharp sound that made
people shiver.Rustle  The Giant Mountain whistled. It wanted to smash Zhao Mengdieh with a
loud bang.When Zhao Mengdieh saw this terrifying attack, a serious expression flashed across
her pretty face. Her palm blocked in front of her and flames rose, turning into a Yang Flame Five-
String Zither."Ten Thousand Phoenix Demon Sealing Sound!"Boom ~ ~ ~He slightly strummed
the strings of the zither, and the magnificent Gene Energy surged. The flames around Zhao
Mengdieh's body surged, and in just a few seconds, the sound of the zither turned into countless
Sun Flame Fire Phoenixes dancing in the sky. They cried out in unison, and then shot out
together, colliding heavily with the heavy black fog of Giant Mountain.Bang!The impact force that
shook the heavens and the earth surged. The originally fragile space was now shattered piece
by piece. The flames and the black fog were also shattered in the heavy collision.The Yang
Flame Five-String Zither in front of Zhao Mengdieh shattered and exploded. The fire armor on
her body also exploded with cracks.The evil black fog figure on the other side was also blasted
away by thousands of meters. The black fog around him had also dissipated a lot. It was clearly
not as thick as before.However, the Evil Aura that was lost by the black figure's side was quickly
replenished at an even faster speed. It was obvious that the suppression exerted on his body by



the God-Exterminating Monument was gradually falling off. As the suppression gradually lost its
effectiveness, it would be the time for him to return to his peak."Haha, it's too late for you all to
come back. My current speed is rapidly increasing. What can you do to me?" The figure in the
black fog knew his advantage and laughed wildly. It sounded like thunder in the sky."Isn't it too
early for you to be happy?"A cold snort sounded from the sky. Chu Lin was standing in the air,
holding a thick silver white light ball in his hand. He then squeezed his hand, and the silver white
light ball was covered with a layer of purple film. Two completely different auras were
surging."With the strength of my two Rule Wonder, I don't believe that I can't kill you!"Two Rule
Wonder suddenly shot out from Chu Lin's hand, and then flew into the destructive light ball in the
air. Purple light and silver light rushed down at the same time."Exterminate!"Buzz ~ ~As he
spoke, the ball of light mixed with two types of Rule Force directly split into countless fine
threads, forming a grand formation that firmly wrapped around the figure in black mist. The aura
of destruction surged, and it swiftly crushed and disintegrated the aura around the figure in black
mist.Zzzz -The black fog swiftly scattered. The black fog human figure also suddenly evolved. It
repeatedly urged the aura within its body and heavily collided with the network of silver-white
threads.Bang ~ ~ ~However, even though he was going all out, the light screen that was weaved
by the silver threads only fluctuated slightly and showed no signs of breaking."Do you think you
can kill me with this? Dream on!"At that moment, black light surged in the blood-red eyes of the
person in the black fog. Booming sounds erupted from his gigantic body, and as the booming
sounds grew louder, his already gigantic body started squirming and changing. There was a faint
smell of flesh and blood in his body."Hehehe, little devil, it's too late. The God-Exterminating
Monument's suppression on me has almost completely lost its effect. As long as I leave this
place, my strength will return to its peak, and all of you will be nothing more than a bunch of
trash!"The evil creature let out an unbridled roar. Its evil body had already grown to its peak, and
it rapidly shrunk into its flesh and blood body. The Qilin Armor Bone Spikes emerged from its
body, and even the power of the two Rule Wonder was unable to suppress it.Once this thing
escaped its restraints, all the effects of the God-Exterminating Monument would disappear. At
that time, it would be extremely difficult for Mutant Beast King of the Black Fog, who had
survived two Divine Tribulations, to survive."Chu Lin, we can't let this thing escape from the God-
Exterminating Monument!" Zhao Mengdieh immediately shouted.Chu Lin gritted his teeth and
also urged the two Rule Wonder wildly."The strength of this thing is soaring too quickly. It is a
little unable to be suppressed!" Chu Lin was somewhat anxious."Then one more!" A decisive
look flashed across Zhao Mengdieh's face.Chu Lin understood what she meant. She was
planning to borrow his All Creation Divine Tool.After Zhao Mengdieh shouted, she waved her
hand and a blazing yellow ball of fire was thrown out from her hand towards Chu Lin.The Ten
Thousand Elephant Divine Instrument landed in front of Chu Lin. He could not help but look at
the mass of matter that looked like a star. It seemed that if it erupted with power, the entire planet
would be swallowed by his power.Chu Lin looked at Mutant Beast King of the Black Fog, who
had completely transformed into an ancient giant, and the corner of his mouth curled up into a



cold smile."You want to run? In your next life!"Once the Ten Thousand Elephant Divine
Instrument was in his hand, Chu Lin didn't hesitate at all. With a flick of his hand, the ball of fire
flew out. The explosive energy almost melted the entire space."Argh!"With the help of the three
Rule Wonder, the pitch-black figure's flesh and blood began to emit a burning aura. Its flesh and
blood melted, and clouds of mist emerged from its carapace."It's not that easy to kill me!"At that
moment, the figure in the black mist sensed the threat of death and immediately let out a furious
roar. The aura of the black mist once again merged into the shell, and as the aura grew wildly,
the nomological force that had fallen on it dissipated slightly.Chu Lin's face was cold. He
clenched his fist and said in a deep voice, "Third layer of Evil Breaking!"Swoosh!Tricolor ray. The
three colored rays merged with the yellow, purple, and silver colors. Although they looked messy,
they were all pure energy of laws.The light fell from the head of the figure in the black fog. Then,
the light actually split apart, and split into three prisms that firmly trapped the figure.The triple-
edged cone's three sides all had complex and profound patterns flickering on them. Vast and
boundless aura surged out from within.Hum -The triple-edged awl formation was formed, and
purple light, silver light, and blazing flames rushed out wildly. The flesh and blood of the triple-
edged awl quickly dissipated, and it once again turned into a black mist and continuously
shrank.As the triangular pillar continued to shrink, the black fog human figure that was trapped
within also helplessly shrunk. It let out furious roars but was unable to do anything.Chu Lin's
eyes were indifferent as he coldly watched the black fog shrink. After ten seconds, the figure that
was originally thousands of meters tall was only a few meters tall."Execute the devil!"In an
instant, a fierce light flashed in Chu Lin's eyes. The triangular cone formation exploded with a
loud bang, and all the Evil Aura disappeared. A crazy and painful cry resounded across the
sky.Bang!An indescribable force of impact surged out from the sky. The darkness in the stone
tablet's space had completely dissipated, and the black fog aura within had also vanished
without a trace.Plop! Plop!Chu Lin had also suffered a serious injury from the impact. His chest
suddenly made a dull sound, and blood seeped out from the corner of his mouth.Chu Lin wiped
the blood from the corner of his mouth and saw the anxious girl beside him."Are you alright?"
Zhao Mengdieh saw that Chu Lin was fine, but she still asked with concern.Chu Lin smiled and
nodded. He looked into the distance and saw that the black fog had disappeared. In the stone
tablet's space. A ray of light shot down. It was warm and peaceful.CHAPTER 1102 - THE
CHANGES OF THE CELESTIAL SECT"Is that thing dead?" Zhao Mengdieh's eyes flashed and
she could not see the figure of the black fog at all. She immediately said."It's not dead yet. The
Black Fog Mutant Beast has always been full of life force. It's not easy to deal with it, let alone
this Mutant Beast King of the Black Fog." Chu Lin slowly took the lead and squeezed his palm. A
ray of light shot out from the light formation into his hand.It was a palm sized crystal with a
triangular shape. However, there was a mass of black mist flickering within the crystal. Vaguely,
the black mist condensed into a sphere the size of a glass bead."What is this?" Zhao Mengdieh
was surprised when she saw it."An interesting thing."Chu Lin chuckled. This bead was the thing
that Mutant Beast King of the Black Fog had condensed to the extreme. The consciousness of



the Evil Shadow Clan had already been removed, leaving only the pure and frenzied
energy.Although this energy couldn't be used, if he encountered an undefeatable enemy in the
future, he just had to throw this energy out. Humph! Chu Lin didn't even dare to think about that
energy.Chu Lin squeezed his hand and put away the bead that was sealed in the triangle-
shaped cone. With a thought, the annihilation net in the sky dispersed and turned into a ray of
light that returned to his body.When the light faded, the three thick light spheres fell down and
turned into three Rule Wonder."Your Myriad Forms Divine Tool." Chu Lin put away the Origin of
Obliteration and Mo Yuan's heart, and handed the blazing yellow ball of light over. At the same
time, he looked at that thing more. His eyes were slightly strange. Speaking of which, he had
seen a lot of Rule Wonder. Yin Nanyan's Core of Lava and the unknown item in Xin Tianyun's
hand."The black fog has already dispersed. The God-Exterminating Monument should have
been fully restored, right?"Chu Lin looked down. The originally charred land was now filled with a
rich life force.In the center of the entire spatial zone, the dark color of the evil pulse on the God-
Exterminating Monument had also rapidly faded away, turning into a vast and ancient
aura."Since you have already recovered, God-Exterminating Monument, are you still pretending
to be asleep here?" Zhao Mengdieh swept a glance at the God-Exterminating Monument and
said."Hehehe..." The God-Exterminating Monument suddenly made a sound. Light gathered on
the surface of the tablet and an old man with a head full of white hair appeared. He smiled at
Chu Lin and said, "Little friend, thank you for your help.""Senior, there's no need to be so polite.
This is what I promised you before. Of course, I have to fulfill my promise. Back then, I received a
very heavy reward from senior." Chu Lin smiled gently. The reward he mentioned was the God-
Exterminating Spell. Although Chu Lin rarely used the God-Exterminating Spell in the past four
years, he always helped Chu Lin turn the tables at the critical moment. Therefore, when it came
to the God-Exterminating Monument... Chu Lin was very grateful to the God-Exterminating
Monument."Hehehe... This is because Mutant Beast King of the Black Fog has been eliminated.
My mission is almost complete. Come and find me when you need me in the future..." The God-
Exterminating Monument looked at Chu Lin and Zhao Mengdieh with a deeper meaning in his
eyes. He did not say anything."I will leave the control of my future to little friend. You must use my
strength well..." After saying that, the God-Exterminating Monument fell silent.Outside the God-
Exterminating Monument, two figures flew out and appeared in the sky. At this time, the images
of Gene Energy rushed out from the outside. Tian Zhen, Yi Yun, Zhu Lee, and the others were
waiting nervously with heavy expressions on their faces.When the two of them flew out, their
eyes were filled with vigilance. They only heaved a sigh of relief when they saw the two of them
clearly."How is it?" Tian Zhen couldn't help but ask. He knew how powerful Mutant Beast King of
the Black Fog was in the God-Exterminating Monument. If he escaped, the entire Tianwu Sect
would face a disaster."I've dealt with him."Chu Lin chuckled. Tian Zhen heaved a sigh of relief
when he heard that. After that, he removed the seals in the sky.Chu Lin looked at the God-
Exterminating Monument below and waved his hand. A strong light suddenly burst out from the
God-Exterminating Monument. Immediately, the stone tablet shrunk rapidly and turned into a



palm-sized object that fell into Chu Lin's hand.In terms of power, the God-Exterminating
Monument had even surpassed the Wanhe Hall and the World Breaking Heavenly Mirror. The
purpose of his plan was to suppress and seal Mutant Beast King of the Black Fog. In the ancient
Interstellar Period, who knew how many Mutant Beast King of the Black Fog had died in the
hands of the God-Exterminating Monument. If it wasn't for the fact that the God-Exterminating
Monument was severely injured, even Mutant Beast King of the Black Fog, who had survived
two Divine Tribulations, wouldn't dare to act recklessly.Now that the God-Exterminating
Monument had fallen into Chu Lin's hands, its strength had undoubtedly skyrocketed. The
current Chu Lin could be said to be the true natural enemy of the Black Fog Mutant Beast. All the
treasures in his body were used by the Black Fog Mutant Beast to suppress the Black Fog
Mutant Beast.When Dao Binn saw the God-Exterminating Monument being taken away by Chu
Lin, he secretly smacked his lips. The most famous thing in Wumie Palace was the God-
Exterminating Spell. Although the wielder of that martial art was very rare, it was still a treasure
that was passed down in Wumie Palace. Now that Chu Lin had taken away the giant monument,
Wumie Palace would no longer have a nice cover. It would be very difficult to attract more
people.When Chu Lin saw his expression, he chuckled and squeezed his hand. The Mental
Energy gathered and a stone monument the size of a palm was thrown to Dao Binn."Dao Binn
Uncle-Master, this is the scripture of the God-Exterminating Spell. It's just that the requirement
for this martial art is too high. It's not that those with extraordinary perseverance and talent can't
comprehend it. Studying it forcefully will harm the body. Therefore, if you want to learn it, you
have to go through a strict review."If there was a genius who could comprehend such a shocking
divine ability in the future, it would be like creating an expert that could be used by the Tianwu
Sect. Now, Chu Lin naturally couldn't keep it to himself. He could enjoy this divine ability all by
himself.Dao Binn hurriedly received the miniature stone tablet. His old face was filled with joy. He
hurriedly nodded his head and chuckled, "Don't worry, I have the scripture now. I will definitely
have someone with extraordinary talent who can comprehend it in the future."Chu Lin gently
smiled as he looked at the empty land where the God-Exterminating Monument was originally
located. His heart was also slightly relieved. After such a long time, the matter of the God-
Exterminating Monument had finally been resolved. Now, there was only one problem
left..."Shimo Domain, since you dare to attack the Tianwu Sect, I will wait for you." Chu Lin coldly
raised his eyes and looked towards the northeast. A thick killing intent emerged on his face.In
the next two days, Chu Lin personally led an army to guard the Tianwu Sect. With his Sea God
Stabilizing Needle, the entire Tianwu Sect was invigorated. In the past, the Tianwu Sect had to
maintain a tense state of mind at all times, but now, the Tianwu Sect was full of fighting spirit.
Even if the Shimo Domain were to launch a ferocious attack now, they wouldn't have any
fear.The cause of all this was naturally the thin figure on the mountain peak. Although this figure
wasn't strong, it gave people endless faith.Every disciple of the Tianwu Sect firmly believed that
as long as that person could persist, the Tianwu Sect would be like the scorching sun in the sky,
blooming with light forever.In the past two days, after all the disciples of the Tianwu Sect had



finished their daily cultivation, they would look at the highest peak of the Tianwu Sect with
reverence in their eyes. Many girls were filled with admiration and shyness. After all, Chu Lin
possessed a powerful aura that even the Heaven Town couldn't compare with. To many girls, this
was a great attraction.CHAPTER 1103 - WITHIN THE LOST DEMON AREAIn these two days,
Chu Lin had completely mastered the God-Exterminating Monument. The process was simple.
After all, the God-Exterminating Monument had no owner, and Chu Lin had gained its
recognition. Therefore, the refining process was not hindered at all.After the God-Exterminating
Monument was controlled, Chu Lin felt that this thing was even more powerful. Unlike the
treasures in Wanhe Hall and the Black Fog Mutant Beast, the God-Exterminating Monument
was born to suppress and seal the Black Fog Mutant Beast. Under its powerful attack, Mutant
Beast King of the Black Fog, who had passed two stages of the Divine Tribulation, was
suppressed for tens of thousands of years.If it weren't for the fact that the God-Exterminating
Monument was too tattered, Mutant Beast King of the Black Fog, who had passed two stages of
the Divine Tribulation, would have dared to kill him for you to see!Chu Lin was also filled with
praise in his heart. With the God-Exterminating Monument in his hand, it would undoubtedly be
easier for him to deal with the Black Fog Mutant Beast in the future.The past two days had
passed quickly under Chu Lin's control of Mutant Beast King of the Black Fog. However, what
puzzled Chu Lin was that the expected invasion of the Shimo Domain had yet to happen, and
there was no trace of the Shimo Domain at all.Of course, although it was very strange in his
heart, the entire Tianwu Sect was still very nervous. At the same time, Chu Lin had also
gradually spread the search range of the Tianwu Sect, searching for information in the entire
Canglan Realm.In the past few years, the Tianwu Sect had basically never done such a thing.
Because they had been forced by the Shimo Domain, they had no choice but to defend the
Heavenly Martial Planet.Time passed quickly. Two days passed peacefully.On top of a mountain,
Chu Lin stood tall. His eyes swept across the bustling scene of the Tianwu Sect and looked into
the distance. Birds were chirping in the sky, and the forest was swaying."Did you find any signs?"
Chu Lin frowned."Judging from the situation, we can't find any trace of Shimo Domain in the
double star region of Tianwu Sect." Zhao Mengdieh heard Chu Lin's voice and said faintly."The
Shimo Domain wants nothing more than to rip off the bones of our Tianwu Sect. Among all the
super powers in the Canglan Realm, the one they want to eliminate the most is the Tianwu Sect.
Generally speaking, they should have been sharpening their blades and attacking the Tianwu
Sect. Now, only the Tianwu Sect is left. Why did it become quiet instead?" Chu Lin said
slowly.Zhao Mengdieh shook her head gently, "Did something strange happen in Blue
Star?""No, I didn't. I set up a lot of things in Blue Star. Once there is any movement, I will know
immediately." Chu Lin shook his head and said. He naturally wouldn't ignore the fact that many
of his friends and family were in Blue Star.Zhao Mengdieh also frowned. Under this strange
atmosphere, it made people feel uneasy.The two of them stood on top of the mountain for a long
time. Then, they felt helpless. Just as they were about to leave, Chu Lin suddenly turned his gaze
to the other side of Tianwu Sect. He saw a man rushing over and landing in Chu Lin's



sight."Senior Brother Chu Lin, senior sister Mengdieh."When the man got closer, his breathing
became rapid. Clearly, he was very anxious."Xin Qian? What happened?" When Chu Lin saw
this rough girl, he was stunned and immediately asked."Something big has happened." Xin Qian
said anxiously, "The Sect Chief asked me to inform you that the Shimo Domain has sent out an
army.""Hmm?" Chu Lin was startled and asked hastily, "Is the Shimo Domain preparing to attack
us?""No." Xin Qian's facial expression changed slightly, "Shimo Domain didn't attack our Tianwu
Sect, but wanted to attack Qianshi Pavilion. When we were fighting at the front lines, Qianshi
Pavilion was constantly being pushed back, and the main star is on the verge of death.""Qianshi
Pavilion?" Chu Lin and Zhao Mengdieh were stunned when they heard this, and Chu Lin's facial
expression changed quickly."Senior Brother Chu Lin, the Sect Chief asked me to ask for your
opinions. What should we do next? Should we go and help Qianshi Pavilion or defend the
Tianwu Sect?" Xin Qian asked.Chu Lin clenched his fists and his eyes sparkled. If they went to
Qianshi Pavilion at this time, they would definitely spread out their forces. If the enemy attacked
Tianwu Sect again, Tianwu Sect would be in trouble. But if they didn't rescue them, given the
situation in Qianshi Pavilion, they would definitely lose. At that time, Tianwu Sect would be
isolated and helpless, and they would face a final disaster.Besides, the Tianwu Sect also had a
girl whom they were familiar with. Yin Qiuyi, although there wasn't much romance between the
two of them, it would be a pity if such a girl was killed by them."Currently, the only superpowers
in the Canglan Realm are our Tianwu Sect and Qianshi Pavilion. Our opponents are the Shimo
Domain. Therefore, we can be considered as allies who will help each other. Once they are
defeated, it won't be a good thing for our Tianwu Sect." Chu Lin's eyes sparkled as he spoke in a
low voice."But..." Zhao Mengdieh had just opened her mouth when Chu Lin looked at her and
immediately changed the topic."We have set up a hidden spatial passageway in the Tianwu
Sect. Once something changes, we will immediately go through the passageway and return to
the Tianwu Sect. At that time, no matter what happens, we will be able to make it in time!"When
Chu Lin heard this, he was not an indecisive person. After thinking for a moment, he spoke in a
deep voice, "Xin Qian, inform the Sect Chief. We will act now and help Qianshi
Pavilion!""Alright!" Xin Qian quickly agreed and left. Not long after that, the heavy sound of a bell
echoed throughout the Tianwu Sect.Chu Lin looked at the restless Tianwu Sect and heaved a
sigh of relief. He then looked at Zhao Mengdieh and thought for a while before saying, "You
should stay and defend the Tianwu Sect, right?""No, I want to go!" Zhao Mengdieh said very
seriously.The heaven and earth was a deep blue color. The majestic mountain range was like a
huge dragon that extended towards the horizon. The entire planet was enshrouded with a
mysterious immortal energy, like an immortal realm.However, the dark clouds of war in Canglan
Realm were unavoidable even in such an extraordinary world. The peace and quiet here didn't
last for long before shrill cries filled the sky.Looking into the distance, he saw thick clouds rolling
in the sky, and within the clouds. There was an obvious Evil Aura in the clouds.Within the thick
clouds, one could vaguely see an incomparably huge light membrane. Within the light
membrane, there were countless floating islands. The immortal birds on the island spread their



wings and the auspicious beasts ran. Unfortunately, when compared to the thick Evil Aura
outside the light membrane, such a world seemed extremely fragile.Within the Evil Aura, there
was a faint ferocious roar. Focusing his eyes, he could actually see that the dark clouds were
filled with human figures. Each and every one of them was wearing the same uniform. The
familiar emblem on their chest was that of the people of Shimo Domain. They were all people of
Shimo Domain.Those disciples of Shimo Domain stared coldly at the land and sky island within
the light barrier. Evil and scarlet light kept flashing in their eyes. They looked exceptionally
terrifying, totally unlike the arrogance of the disciples of Shimo Domain.Outside the light barrier,
it seemed like they could see some figures in different uniforms from the disciples of the Shimo
Domain. These people were trying their best to block the advance of the dark cloud army. The
surging Gene Energy kept bursting out, but it was covered by the terrifying power of the evil dark
cloud. They cried out miserably and kept retreating.CHAPTER 1104 - AN ARMY WAS
PRESSING DOWN ON THE BORDERHowever, even though these people tried their best to
block the attack, it was obvious that the defensive formation was completely destroyed by the
terrifying attacks from the Shimo Domain.The blade light and the sword shadows, the black fog,
and the energy shot out in an extremely miserable manner."Brothers and sisters, protect the
Qianshi Pavilion and kill the devils from the Shimo Domain!" One of the men's eyes were blood-
red, and he shouted out loudly. His voice was filled with despair and hatred."Kill!"The disciples of
Qianshi Pavilion beside him also roared out with all their might. Terrifying attacks shot into the
evil black fog, and muffled groans could be heard.However, the counterattack of these people
had also ignited the fierceness of the disciples of the Shimo Domain. The Qi of the black fog in
their eyes suddenly flickered, and their attacks became even more frenzied. The disciples of the
Qianshi Pavilion were immediately disintegrated, and blood mist filled the sky.At the center of
the layers of black fog... Several people looked indifferently at the Qianshi Pavilion, which was
guarded by layers of grand formation. That was the last defense of the Qianshi Pavilion. As long
as these eggshells were broken, the Qianshi Pavilion would be completely exposed to the
ferocious claws of the Shimo Domain."Hurry up and attack, destroy the formation." The leader of
the group said coldly."Yes!"When the experts of Shimo Domain heard him, they immediately
bowed their heads and gave a high order. A large amount of Gene Energy shot out from the
layers of dark clouds. Many black lights seemed to be flickering within those surging Gene
Energy.Bang, bang, bang ~The powerful attack smashed onto the large formation, immediately
causing layers of ripples to appear on the light membrane. The patterns on it also swiftly
dimmed."Haha, great Elder, don't worry. It seems like the grand formation of Qianshi Pavilion
won't be able to hold for long." Beside Great Elder... An elder stroked his beard and smiled
gently."Yesterday, the master of Qianshi Pavilion was injured by the Great Elder, and was on the
verge of dying. Most of the other elders who were relatively strong were also injured. In the
current Qianshi Pavilion, there are only a few juniors that can be sent away at any time. They
can't stop us."The thick black fog dissipated, revealing the figure of the Great Elder. His eyes
were deeply sunken. He was like a living corpse, and the black fog was surging in his eyes.



When he heard this, he shook his head gently and said, "Don't underestimate Qianshi Pavilion.
According to what I know, there should be a shocking secret in Qianshi Pavilion.""Hmm?"The
few elders of the Shimo Domain beside him were stunned. Their faces were filled with surprise.
Obviously, they didn't know that there was such a thing in the Qianshi Pavilion."Haha, you guys
asked me, but I don't know either. Even Lord Third Devil Lord doesn't know much about it." The
Great Elder said with a smile."Since this matter is of utmost importance, why didn't Lord Third
Devil Lord deal with it?" One of the elders was puzzled."Sir Third Devil Lord is currently at the
critical point of breaking through to the next realm. He must not be distracted. I will handle this
small matter." The Great Elder shook his head slowly."Great Elder is right. What's the big deal
about those people from the Qianshi Pavilion? If it wasn't for the fact that we couldn't divide our
forces, how could the Qianshi Pavilion have survived until now?" Another elder complimented
him in a low voice."As long as we can deal with the problem in the Qianshi Pavilion, we will only
need the Tianwu Sect. That stubborn nail. The three Devil Masters said that as long as they
advance to the next realm, they will definitely crush those trash. Haha, those people are really
lucky..." The Great Elder said in a strange tone."Great Elder, I heard that Chu Lin from the
Tianwu Sect has returned to the Canglan Realm. He still has some strength left in him, and even
Zhou Tong seems to have fallen into his hands.""En? That little thing from four years ago was
chased away by us like a dog. Is his strength not bad? Hmph hmph, zhou Tong is able to break
through to the Apocalyptic Stage! It's just a casual method that we used! I can easily crush a
bunch of them with that kind of rough strength. It's also good that he was killed by Chu Lin. We
don't want to lose the face of Shimo Domain. "A fierce expression flashed across the Great
Elder's face as he spoke, "As for Chu Lin? Hehe, I will let him know that a few years ago, the
Shimo Domain was able to beat him up like a dog that had fallen into water. After four years, I will
still beat him until he doesn't dare to have a temper!""Hehe, great Elder is right!" The elders of
Shimo Domain who were standing at the side were laughing out loud. Their laughter and
laughter were filled with brutal killing intent.Within the huge formation, on a towering island in the
sky, a large number of disciples of Qianshi Pavilion were looking at the trembling formation in
horror. Their eyes were filled with anger and fear as they looked outside the formation."Disciples,
form the formation. Once the defensive formation of the Qianshi Pavilion is broken, we will do our
best to kill the enemies!"In the sky, a clear and clear voice was heard. Under the influence of the
thick Gene Energy, it spread far and wide across the entire Qianshi Pavilion."Yes!"All the
disciples of Qianshi Pavilion responded in a profound way. Then, they looked at the sky. That
slim figure was wrapped in a green dress. Her thin body seemed to be crushed by the heavy
dark clouds."Senior sister!" A man flew over from below and landed next to the girl. He looked at
the trembling grand formation and spoke in a shocked voice. "Senior sister, we can't hold on
much longer"The female in charge of commanding clenched her silver teeth, "No matter what
happens, do your best to hold on until senior sister Qiuyi's inheritance ends. Otherwise, all of the
Pavilion Head's efforts will be wasted!""En..." The Qianshi Pavilion disciple nodded his head and
looked towards a vast hall in the center of the island. He said in a low voice, "But even if senior



sister Yin Qiuyi successfully passed the inheritance, even the pavilion master and a large
number of elders were defeated by the Shimo Domain. Do we really have hope..."The Qianshi
Pavilion disciple who was in charge of commanding the group was silent for a moment. Then, he
looked at his junior brother and said, "No matter what, we can only continue fighting. We have no
other choice."Buzz ~ ~The grand formation in the sky trembled violently. At the end, numerous
fine cracks gradually appeared.Below, a large number of Qianshi Pavilion disciples were tightly
holding onto their weapons. The Gene Energy in their bodies was rolling crazily like a wave.Bang
~ ~ ~In front of everyone's nervous eyes, the final grand formation of the Qianshi Pavilion had
completely collapsed. Dark clouds filled the sky and rolled violently."Kill!" Sounds of fighting
suddenly erupted in the sky.In the Main Hall of Qianshi Pavilion.Unlike the sounds of fighting that
filled the sky outside, there was a majestic Gene Energy rolling within the plain hall. It seemed to
have gathered into a large river that continuously surged within the hall. Within the river of Gene
Energy, countless sparkling crystals were incomparably bright and dazzling.The river of Gene
Energy gathered to form an ancient grand formation. Each of the grand formation was
composed of elders from Qianshi Pavilion. Their faces were pale. The majestic Gene Energy
was extracted from their bodies and transformed into a torrent that filled the sky.At the center of
the grand formation, the Gene Energy condensed into a transparent light film that looked like an
eggshell. A graceful figure was sitting quietly inside the light film. She looked like a fairy from the
nine heavens, and she was so beautiful that it was shocking.Right now, a strange fluctuation was
surging around her, as if it could shake the heavens and the earth.CHAPTER 1105 - THE
WORLD PAVILIONIn front of the formation, a middle-aged woman was staring at the woman in
the middle. She pointed at the formation with all her strength and a strong force was drawn out.
She shouted loudly, "Qiuyi!"Buzz, buzz -The dozens of elders around her spat out blood and
their auras dropped rapidly. Their white hair started to wither and fall off.The huge formation also
changed rapidly in an instant. The body of the lady within the formation suddenly trembled. Light
flashed on her forehead, and her figure became blurry. It was as if she was only half a meter
away from the formation. However, there was an extremely pure vibration within this tiny area.
There seemed to be a change in the fluctuation of the origin.The surrounding elders saw this. A
withered expression suddenly appeared on their withered faces. Joy flashed across their faces,
and tears flowed down their muddy eyes as they struggled to stand up."We... finally
succeeded..."The withered middle-aged woman's body also trembled continuously. She
completely ignored her long hair, which had swiftly turned grayish white, and laughed out loud,
"It has been ten thousand years... Finally, some of the disciples of Qianshi Pavilion have
understood it! Our Qianshi Pavilion has not failed!"Puff -While laughing, the middle-aged woman
spat out another mouthful of blood. Her body immediately turned soft, and the elders around her
also fell to the ground.Hum -In the air, the vast Gene Energy river also surged down and poured
into the green-clothed woman's body. The green-clothed woman actually absorbed all of the
energy that ordinary martial practitioners beyond the realm could not resist.Woosh ~ ~ ~When
all of the Gene Energy river flowed into the green-clothed lady's body, her tightly shut eyes



immediately opened. They were as lively as an abyss, and waves surged.The trembling ripples
around her swiftly withdrew. Immediately, her figure appeared in front of the rapidly decaying
lady. She hurriedly supported her and stood up, "Master!"When she called out to her, the woman
slowly opened her eyes. Her eyes were filled with joy and relief. She wiped the blood from her
mouth and said, "Qiuyi, have you finally succeeded?""Master, are you alright?" Yin Qiuyi hugged
the woman and her voice trembled slightly."I have already given you all of my cultivation and
inheritance. This time, there is no chance of survival." The woman gently wiped away the tears in
Yin Qiuyi's eyes, "Don't worry. Since you have already reached that step, this will be my greatest
contribution to the Qianshi Pavilion.""Qiuyi, do you know what the greatest secret of the Qianshi
Pavilion is?" The middle-aged woman was silent for a moment before she spoke."I don't know."
Yin Qiuyi was stunned and her eyes were at a loss. With her identity as the Senior Sister of
Qianshi Pavilion, she actually did not know that there were other secrets hidden in Qianshi
Pavilion. It could be seen that the secret must be very important."Humph humph, when the
Qianshi Pavilion was first established, there was an extremely secret. It was a secret passed
down from generation to generation by the Pavilion Masters. That is, there is another name for
the Qianshi Pavilion in the ancient Interstellar Period. It is called the Descending World
Pavilion.""Descending World Pavilion?" Yin Qiuyi was stunned for a moment, then she slowly
shook her head. She had read countless scriptures and historical records, but she had never
heard of the existence of a powerful force called the Descending World Pavilion in the ancient
Interstellar Period."To be honest, my Qianshi Pavilion is not the inheritance of the Descending
World Pavilion. Of course, even if you have already found the path of the Descending World
Pavilion, you cannot be called a member of the Descending World Pavilion." The woman slowly
said: "Since ancient times, in this universe, there is only one person who can be called a
member of the Lin Clan""Only one?" Yin Qiuyi frowned, "Who was that?""That is the strongest
person standing in the entire galaxy river, the one known as the Star Sovereign!" The middle-
aged woman's eyes suddenly lit up."The Star Sovereign?"Yin Qiuyi's body trembled slightly
before her expression changed slightly. Legend has it that the Black Fog Mutant Beast of the
ancient Interstellar Period broke through the world and descended into this world. It swept
through countless realms with irresistible force, causing countless planets to suffer. It was also
during that period of time that a large number of strange beasts were born along with the Black
Fog Mutant Beast's divine ability. Although the strange beasts and the Black Fog Mutant Beast
were not on the same side, they were indeed constantly compressing the space for humans to
survive.It was said that the humans of the ancient Interstellar Period had faced countless
desperate situations and almost lost the battle. The battle line kept compressing until the birth of
a Heavenly Sovereign.The Saint Sovereign was born with knowledge. When he was young, he
had great divine abilities. When he was young, he stood at the top of the human race. When he
became an adult, he created countless powerful treasures to suppress the Black Fog Mutant
Beast, and guided the technological planets that didn't cultivate in martial arts to develop the
Rule Wonder. The humans won again and again.Even though a Heavenly Sovereign fought with



all his heart and blood, and died, he still left behind a large number of treasures that could be
used against the Black Fog Mutant Beast, as well as countless disciples. In that era, almost all of
the Hundred World Lords were direct disciples. It could be said that the reason why humans
were able to win in ancient times was all because of the existence of a Heavenly Sovereign."The
World-Conquering Pavilion is one of the many paths passed down by Heavenly Sovereigns.
Countless geniuses were once the descendants of Heavenly Sovereigns. Although I don't know
what the meaning of the World-Conquering Pavilion's inheritance is, you are still one of the
disciples of the World-Conquering Pavilion."Yin Qiuyi was stunned. This was too strange. She
was actually the disciple of that Heavenly Sovereign from the ancient times?"Cough
cough."After the madam finished speaking, she coughed even more violently. A large amount of
blood flowed out of her mouth and the anger in her eyes gradually faded."Qiuyi, my Qianshi
Pavilion has been passed down for ten thousand years. We must not let it end in my hands..."
Before the madam could finish speaking, the palm that was grabbing Yin Qiuyi slowly slid down
and completely lost all of its vitality."Master..." Yin Qiuyi's tears kept flowing.When the other
elders in the hall saw this, their eyes were filled with incomparable sorrow."Qiuyi, it is not the
time to be sad yet. I still need you to resolve the disaster of Qianshi Pavilion!" An elder forcefully
suppressed the internal injuries in his body and tried his best to speak.Yin Qiuyi gently wiped
away the tears on her face and gently put her master down, "Master, don't worry. As long as I am
not dead, Qianshi Pavilion will never fall."Yin Qiuyi tightly clenched her fists and blue veins
surfaced on her clean skin. Then, she slowly got up and the Long Sword in her hand surged with
the power of rules and shot out. It tore open the hall and rushed towards the battlefield that was
filled with shouts of war.In that intense battle, a graceful figure was like a green blade that
danced in the air. Everywhere it passed, blood would pour down from the sky.Swoosh!Surging
Gene Energy shot out from the body of the Eldest Senior Brother of Qianshi Pavilion, song Li.
The sword light kept flashing around him, and the corpses of dozens of disciples from Shimo
Domain fell down from the sky one after another.However, the Gene Energy in his body couldn't
hold on for long due to his violent attacks. A pale expression quickly emerged on his face.Even
though his body was constantly emitting a weak feeling, song Li could only persist. Behind him
and below him, he could tell that they were fellow brothers and sisters. The death of every single
figure made him feel extremely powerless.Currently, those who were sent out by the enemy were
only ordinary disciples of Shimo Domain. Those frightening elders of Shimo Domain were
watching coldly from the sidelines. Once those people attacked, the defense of Qianshi Pavilion
would be instantly shattered.CHAPTER 1106 - YIN QIUYI HAS COME OUT OF
SECLUSIONThe reason why the elders of Shimo Domain didn't make a move was because they
wanted to taste the despair of Qianshi Pavilion before it collapsed."Big senior brother, be
careful!"While Song Li was still in a daze, an urgent shout was heard. He immediately turned
around. The hairs on his body suddenly stood up, and he saw that beside him... Three surging
sword lights, accompanied by terrifying, sharp attacks, appeared. It suddenly descended.The
three sword lights were incomparably sharp. The ones who attacked were clearly the true



experts of Shimo Domain. Each of them was a true expert of Shimo Domain, and none of them
was weaker than Song Li. Now that the three of them were attacking at the same time, they had
sealed off all of Song Li's escape routes. Given Song Li's current weakened state, there was no
way he could stop them.Song Li also knew about his own situation. When she saw the half-sized
sword light in his eyes, a pale expression emerged on her face. Was this the end of her path?
Swish!A terrifying attack suddenly descended. However, just as the attack was about to land on
Song Li's body, a green beam of light suddenly pierced through the void and arrived in the blink
of an eye. The beam of light flew toward Song Li. At the same time, the three Peak of Late Period
of the Adversity Stage warriors from the Shimo Domain couldn't even let out a miserable cry
before they exploded into pieces and were embedded in the air.Bang! Bang!A green light
flashed across the bodies of the three warriors from the Shimo Domain. Before the green light
faded away, the disciples from the Shimo Domain were swept away by the green light as well. In
an instant, the Shimo Domain was like a tidal wave, and an area of defense was created.The
sudden and terrifying attack also caused the battle cries to suddenly stop. Song Li and the other
disciples from the Qianshi Pavilion were stunned for a moment, then they turned their heads and
saw a girl in green clothes. She was holding a Long Sword in her hand, and she was slowly
walking towards them. Her originally elegant and elegant temperament had gradually turned into
ice."Senior sister Qiuyi." Looking at that figure, the disciples of Qianshi Pavilion shouted with all
their might. The originally dispirited atmosphere rapidly increased."Senior sister!" Song Li saw
the green-clothed girl beside him. Although her face was still covered by a thin veil, he could
clearly feel the cold killing intent surging from Yin Qiuyi's body."Junior brother, thank you for your
hard work." Yin Qiuyi looked at the tired Song Li and then looked at the wounded people of
Qianshi Pavilion beside her. Her hand that was tightly gripping the Long Sword trembled
slightly."Senior sister, we have a part to blame for guarding the Qianshi Pavilion." Song Li slowly
shook his head.Yin Qiuyi looked at the dark sky. Within the layers of black fog, a large number of
Shimo Domain disciples were crazily rushing towards her. In the center of the black fog, she
could vaguely see a few people floating. Powerful pressure burst out from their bodies, covering
the entire Qianshi Pavilion. That was the real trouble."Haha! Finally, someone with some ability
has arrived. Hmm? Where's that old hag from Qianshi Pavilion?"In the sky, the elder of Shimo
Domain looked coldly at Yin Qiuyi. He chuckled and then spoke again, "I have forgotten that she
is about to die after being seriously injured by me."All the disciples of Qianshi Pavilion looked at
him furiously. They stared at the Great Elder of Shimo Domain coldly, and their bodies trembled
slightly because of the hatred in their eyes."Are you the one who injured my master?" Yin Qiuyi's
eyes were as cold as ice. She stared at the Great Elder and squeezed her hand. An extremely
shocking Qi surged out from her body and soared into the sky.That Qi was at the Apocalyptic
Stage level, but she didn't know why. Although she was only at the Apocalyptic Stage, the Qi that
burst out from her body was even more terrifying than the Qi of an expert who had surpassed
her!"Hmm?"The Great Elder of Shimo Domain sensed Yin Qiuyi's aura. He slightly raised his
brows and coldly harrumphed, "It seems like that old hag of yours has passed on everything to



you. You do have a bit of luck. That kind of inheritance was passed down to the dead ten times.
Seven or eight, you actually managed to survive among them."" But, so what? "Shimo Domain
The Great Elder showed a mocking expression, "Even your Pavilion Master was defeated by me.
You're just a little girl, how many moves can you exchange with me? "Yin Qiuyi's pair of watery
eyes stared at the Great Elder of Shimo Domain indifferently. Her ice-cold eyes made even the
Great Elder frown. Immediately after, he coldly snorted and pointed with his finger, "Kill her for
me!""Yes!"The many elders of Shimo Domain behind her replied in unison. Immediately, they
coldly stepped forward. As they took a step forward, a frightening aura swept across the sky. An
evil black light flashed across their eyes.The strength of this elder of Shimo Domain was
obviously at the Apocalyptic Stage. Furthermore, that powerful aura was definitely not something
that Zhou Hai, who was killed by Chu Lin, could compare with.It was obvious that Shimo Domain
had put in all their effort in order to get rid of the Qianshi Pavilion."Little girl, quickly lead the
Qianshi Pavilion and surrender to the Shimo Domain. You still have a way out. Otherwise, your
Qianshi Pavilion will surely fall apart and leave no survivors! " The elder of the Shimo Domain
stared at Yin Qiuyi with a gloomy expression, and shouted out loudly.However, Yin Qiuyi's eyes
gradually turned cold when she heard the shouting from the opposite side. Immediately after,
she took a step forward and slashed out with the blade in her hand.Hum -Just as the sword light
flashed, the Gene Energy in the entire sky and earth started boiling. It turned into a green
colored light and shot out. In an instant, the entire space seemed to have been sliced into
two."Be careful!" The Great Elder of Shimo Domain! When the old man saw this, his eyes
widened and he shouted.Before his voice could fade away, the hair on the elder's body stood on
end. A strong sense of danger swept across his heart, and a magnificent Gene Energy burst out
like a steel wall, covering his entire body.Rustle  The steel wall had just been raised when a
green ray of light flashed past. The surging Gene Energy and the expression on the elder's face
stiffened all of a sudden.Crack! Crack!A clear sound was emitted from the grand defense of the
Gene Energy. Immediately, everyone watched in astonishment as the fine cracks quickly spread.
Following which, with a bang, the thick defense exploded.The moment the tough defensive
barrier exploded... The elder of Shimo Domain behind him also exploded into a ball of blood with
a bang.Hiss -The entire world was instantly filled with cold air. Who would have thought that an
Apocalyptic Stage Top Expert would be killed by Yin Qiuyi so easily?Swoosh!Blood was
everywhere. A divine soul carrying a black thread was flying away. That miserable scream filled
the sky. "Ah, you lowly woman, you actually destroyed my body! I will definitely kill you!""Hmph,
just a piece of trash." The Great Elder's eyes flashed with a cold light. With a wave of his hand,
he kept the divine soul of the elder from the Shimo Domain into his storage ring. After that, he
stared coldly at the crowd below. He looked at Yin Qiuyi, who was flying beside him. Her eyes
were still flickering with cold light. However, her face was extremely pale. Obviously, that move
just now had cost her a lot of Stamina."As expected of the most outstanding disciple in the
Qianshi Pavilion. Such ability... I'm afraid that old hag's master is far inferior!"CHAPTER 1107 -
THE GREAT ELDER HAS MADE HIS MOVE"But today, do you think that you alone can save the



Qianshi Pavilion?"The Great Elder suddenly waved his hand. His voice was filled with killing
intent, "Disciples of the Shimo Domain, listen up! Today, we will destroy the Qianshi Pavilion,
leaving no survivors!""Yes!"Hearing the Great Elder's shout, those disciples of the Shimo
Domain also rushed out crazily. Their battle cries shook the sky.When Song Li saw the attack of
the Shimo Domain lunging at him again, he gritted his teeth with hatred, and was about to lead
the disciples to attack."Junior brother."Just as he was about to attack, Yin Qiuyi, who was
standing beside him, blocked his attack. Yin Qiuyi looked coldly at the incoming attack and said
faintly, "Bring your disciples and leave. I will guard this place.""Senior sister!" Song Li was
shocked. Although Yin Qiuyi had used a lot of her power, the most terrifying Great Elder of
Shimo Domain had yet to make a move. How could Yin Qiuyi defend against the attack of the
opponent by herself?"Humph, interesting." The Great Elder of Shimo Domain. The old man let
out a cold snort, and his eyes were filled with rage. He then pointed his finger in the distance and
shouted in a deep voice, "Kill, kill them all!"The overwhelming blood Qi seemed to have
suppressed the entire world. The disciples of Shimo Domain were like flying insects that filled
the sky. Their eyes were filled with blood.However, although their attacks were fierce, it did not
hinder Yin Qiuyi at all. A cold light flashed in their eyes, and they could not see any other figure.
Under the white veil, the Golden Age Absolute Beauty actually froze the blood Qi around
them.That figure was like a small tree in a surging flood under the fierce attacks of the Shimo
Domain disciples. It looked very weak, but only those who had tasted the sword light would know
that it was the fiercest blade."Azure Flower Thousand Swords Movement!" Yin Qiuyi stood still
and a magnificent Gene Energy surged out. Thousands of green sword lights appeared beside
her and with a wave of her hand, the sky was filled with sword lights. The sword lights swept
across the sky and collided with the wave like Shimo Domain disciples."Ah!"A miserable cry was
heard and a bloody mist surged. The attack of the disciples of Shimo Domain was actually
blocked by Yin Qiuyi alone.In the sky, the Great Elder of Shimo Domain looked coldly at the
casualties of the disciples of Shimo Domain. The black mist in his eyes was surging, but there
was no pity in it. The current Shimo Domain was obviously different from the past."Qian Lin, sun
Zhuo, hu Lin, the three of you, stop this little girl. This little girl is a little strange. You all have to
perform well. Don't be as useless as the person whose corpse has been shattered!"The Great
Elder certainly didn't want to see the Shimo Domain's attack being blocked. After a slight
silence, he immediately gave the order."Yes!" Hearing the Great Elder's order, three elders of the
Shimo Domain with cold faces immediately flew out. Their Qi was similar to the elders who were
killed just now. They were obviously the super experts of the Shimo Domain.The three of them
shot out at the same time. Suddenly, they let out a cold snort. The black fog in their eyes was
thick, and the rolling Gene Energy was surging in their eyes. They turned into a heavy shadow
and blocked all of the blades."Kill all of Qianshi Pavilion!" The three of them shouted at the same
time. The disciples of Shimo Domain's eyes were filled with a scarlet color as they rushed
towards the disciples of Qianshi Pavilion.When Yin Qiuyi saw this, she gritted her teeth. Just as
her figure was about to flash to save them, the sound of air being torn could be heard. Three



elders of Shimo Domain had already flown over and firmly trapped Yin Qiuyi."Get lost!" The cold
voice contained anger as it came from Yin Qiuyi's mouth. She tightly gripped the Long Sword in
her hands and her killing intent soared."Hmph, all the elders of Qianshi Pavilion have been
defeated. You are just a disciple, what can you do?" The three elders of Shimo Domain coldly
harrumphed. Without giving Yin Qiuyi any time to react, they stirred the Gene Energy and
pointed at the distance. The Gene Energy turned into three huge hands and smashed towards
Yin Qiuyi.Bang!Before the giant hands landed, the ground had already collapsed and the wide
cracks were like the opening of an abyss.Yin Qiuyi quietly looked at the crazy attack and in the
next moment, both of her hands suddenly merged together. Dense green light surged like waves
and green and red flower petals quickly formed above her head.Bang ~ ~ ~The three huge
hands heavily smashed on the place where the flower petals were piled up and an incomparably
violent energy surged out."Extinguish!"An icy voice suddenly rang out as the flower petals
suddenly exploded. The flower petals carried sharp blades, cutting open space with sharp
edges. The three giant hands were also directly cut into pieces by the sharp light.When the three
elders of Shimo Domain saw this, their eyes changed abruptly. This Yin Qiuyi's Qi was only at
the Apocalyptic Stage, but why did her attack have a power that far exceeded hers?Rustle 
While they were feeling puzzled, the flower petals had already torn apart the three giant hands
and condensed into a green light that rushed towards the three elders."Hmph!""Life-
Extermination Slash!"When the three of them saw this, their eyes turned cold. With a wave of
their hands, they slashed down. As the massive Gene Energy surged, three broad blades shot
out, splitting open the void and smashing heavily into the azure beam.Bang!The azure rainbow
was unable to withstand the combined attack of the three of them and directly shattered.
However, at the same time that the azure rainbow shattered, a ray of light shot out from within
without slowing down. In the blink of an eye, it had already arrived in front of the three elders'
faces."Shit!"The eyes of the three Elders flickered. They felt that the leader was in danger, and a
strange beast like roar simultaneously erupted from their throats. Evil black fog surged in their
eyes.Swish!The three of them attacked furiously, and their hands turned black. The black fog
within them was thick, and it charged towards the green light at lightning speed.Hum -The green
light trembled, and it directly flashed past the necks of the three elders. Immediately after, the
green light turned into a human figure, and when they looked back, they saw blood appearing at
the throats of the three elders, and their heads shot up into the sky.Woosh ~ ~ ~Another sword
was thrust out and three sword lights flew quickly into the three heads. The souls of the three of
them did not even have the chance to escape and were killed by Yin Qiuyi.In just a few minutes,
three Apocalyptic Stage super experts had fallen here."Hmph!" However, after Yin Qiuyi killed
those three people, she also weakly snorted. Her shoulders were extremely far away from her
back and three black hand seals were clearly visible. A bright red color dyed the veil covering
her face red.Yin Qiuyi did not care about her injuries at all. She merely lifted her head coldly and
stared at the Great Elder of Shimo Domain, who was standing in the dark clouds with an
indifferent expression. Only this person made Yin Qiuyi feel difficult."At this age, you can be



considered the number one person in this year's Canglan Realm. Compared to you, the former
San Mozi of Shimo Domain is not worth mentioning..." The Great Elder stared coldly at the
crowd below."The number one genius of Canglan Realm this year..."Yin Qiuyi's eyes lit up when
she heard this name. She couldn't help but think of the figure of that person."Humph, humph.
Remember this. My name is Loong Feng. You have the right to hear my name now." The Great
Elder of Shimo Domain sneered.CHAPTER 1108 - CHU LIN HAS ARRIVED"Although I know
that many young geniuses in the Canglan Realm are fascinated by you, in my eyes, you are
nothing more than a red skeleton. Don't think that I will hold back against you!"Loong Feng
slowly walked out of the black fog. In his eyes, the Qi of the black fog quickly condensed. The
surging Qi of the black fog surged behind him and filled the sky. Even the sun hanging high in the
sky was covered by the light and temperature.It was obvious that the Great Elder of Shimo
Domain had finally decided to fight the battle with his own hands.Yin Qiuyi's thin body also
trembled slightly when she felt the suppressing force surging from Loong Feng's body.
Immediately, she looked at the Qianshi Pavilion disciples who were repeatedly retreating behind
her. Her hand once again tightly gripped the Long Sword as she lifted her green blade and
pointed it at Loong Feng.Currently, she had to completely drag down the Great Elder of the
Shimo Domain. Otherwise, none of the disciples of the Qianshi Pavilion would be able to
survive."Don't worry, I will send all the disciples of the Qianshi Pavilion to hell together!"As if he
knew what Yin Qiuyi was thinking, Loong Feng let out a cold snort. His smile was extremely cold.
Those elders of Shimo Domain who were usually hypocritical were now extremely cruel
executioners.Rustle  Yin Qiuyi didn't respond. Her figure turned into a green light and a sharp
sword light, shooting towards Loong Feng in a flash.Buzz ~ ~The sword light flew. When it was
about to touch Loong Feng, the palm that was filled with black patterns grabbed onto Loong
Feng, and a bright light burst out. The sharp sword light couldn't harm the Great Elder at
all."Ha!"The corner of Loong Feng's mouth curled up, revealing a cold smile. He clenched his
other hand into a fist. The black mist in his fist was surging. The extremely powerful black mist
was surging continuously.Yin Qiuyi's eyes were cold. She looked indifferently at the crazy punch.
Her chest heaved up and down and a strange light flickered in her eyes.Rustle  The huge evil
fist pierced through the void and smashed over. Yin Qiuyi's three feet long blade and the
magnificent Gene Energy suddenly dispersed. Only the blade of the sword flashed with Rule
Force and strange light. The sword light flashed and pierced straight out.Buzz ~ ~Loong Feng's
finger. As the three foot tall green mountain was slashed away, it broke and flew away. Blood
splashed out and hit the green mountain. The sword light didn't slow down at all. It pierced
straight towards his heart.Bang!Just as the green blade was about to pierce through Loong
Feng's heart, that incomparably arrogant fist took the initiative to strike Yin Qiuyi's body first. The
aura of the black fog that filled the sky swept about, and numerous cracks appeared in the entire
space.Puff!Blood spurted out wildly. The sword light that pierced through Loong Feng's skin
could no longer move forward. A desolate look flashed across Yin Qiuyi's eyes. Her figure was
sent flying backwards under the terrified eyes of all the disciples of Qianshi Pavilion. Her blood



was like a blooming flower in the sky, beautiful and tragic."Senior Qiuyi!"Song Li and the other
disciples of Qianshi Pavilion who had already retreated immediately shouted towards the sky.
After that, they crazily rushed towards Yin Qiuyi."Humph!"Loong Feng looked indifferently at the
two fingers that had been cut off, then looked at the wound on his chest. The hostility in his eyes
intensified. He squeezed his hand, and the black mist surged and turned into a thousand-meter
huge devil blade. With a wave of his hand, the devil blade flew towards the severely injured Yin
Qiuyi with a whistling sound.Yin Qiuyi helplessly looked at the incoming devil blade. She bit her
red lips, and her eyes were filled with helplessness and misery. In the end, she had lost to the
Shimo Domain. Was the Qianshi Pavilion going to be destroyed like this in the Shimo
Domain?"Senior Sister!"Countless disciples of the Qianshi Pavilion shouted at the top of their
lungs. Their voices were filled with despair as they looked at the defenseless Yin Qiuyi.Rustle 
Just as those voices resounded across the horizon, the sound of rushing wind flew across the
horizon. Everyone hurriedly looked over and saw that the space in the horizon had suddenly
twisted and a person was rushing over.Boom ~ ~ ~The Devil Blade also slashed down heavily in
an instant. The entire ground shattered into pieces, and deep trenches were torn open on the
ground.Everyone's eyes were filled with shock as they looked at the large number of Qianshi
Pavilion disciples in the dust fog. It was as if they had lost all hope, and their eyes were rapidly
turning gray."That's..."Suddenly, there was a loud shout. Song Li immediately looked over. He
saw Yin Qiuyi standing in front of her. No one knew when, but there was a person standing there
quietly. That person's body was not strong, but he blocked all the attacks."That's... Chu Lin?"The
disciples of Qianshi Pavilion looked at the somewhat familiar figure in shock. In the next moment,
they stood up abruptly. Their faces were filled with disbelief and joy.A large number of chaotic
sounds came from behind, causing Yin Qiuyi, who had her eyes tightly shut, to open her eyes.
When she saw the figure that had suddenly appeared in front of her, her heart palpitated slightly
as she forcefully wiped away the blood at the corner of her mouth.The figure in front of her was
slightly silent and slowly turned his gaze away. His eyes were filled with mixed emotions. That
aloof and noble woman from back then, actually revealed such a weak posture."Don't worry. I'm
here. Shimo Domain won't be able to destroy Qianshi Pavilion."Yin Qiuyi's eyes became slightly
absent-minded when she heard Chu Lin's calm voice. The illusion of a dream that had not
appeared for a long time appeared once again. It was as if this scene had happened before. A
tear could not help but fall from her eyes.The black fog that filled the sky kept surging. On the
shattered ground, that person was quietly standing in front of him. No matter how the black fog
rolled, it could not shake that person's body.Although Yin Qiuyi had a short journey with Chu Lin
before, this was the first time she had observed Chu Lin from such a perspective. The current
Chu Lin wasn't as crazy as he was four years ago, but he was undoubtedly more calm and
reassuring compared to the Chu Lin back in Exotic Ruins City."You helped me back in Exotic
Ruins City." Chu Lin said with a faint smile. "If it wasn't for that time, perhaps I wouldn't have
been able to live to the Canglan Realm."Yin Qiuyi smiled gently, like countless blooming flowers.
Even the blood at the corner of her mouth was covered by the color of the flowers. She looked at



Chu Lin with a different expression."Brother Chu Lin..."Song Li and the other disciples of Qianshi
Pavilion stared blankly at the man who helped Yin Qiuyi up. After a while, their eyes were filled
with joy."Brother Chu Lin, thank you very much this time..." Song Li said sincerely. In the past, he
had regarded Chu Lin as his competitor, but now, he was convinced. Chu Lin was not someone
he could compare with. Only a man like Chu Lin was worthy of Senior Sister of Qianshi Pavilion,
right?Chu Lin smiled lightly."Ahem!" Yin Qiuyi coughed weakly. Under the white veil, there was a
bright red color. Loong Feng's palm strike just now was very heavy."Senior Qiuyi!" The disciples
of Qianshi Pavilion immediately surrounded her, their eyes filled with worry.Yin Qiuyi looked at
her fellow brothers and sisters beside her and said forcefully, "Cheer up, the enemy did not
retreat!"Hearing this, the Qianshi Pavilion disciples also recovered from their joy and their faces
were very heavy. In front of them, there was also a large number of Shimo Domain troops. Even
Yin Qiuyi was defeated by the Great Elder of the Shimo Domain. Now, their chances of defeating
the Great Elder were slim.CHAPTER 1109 - INSTA-KILL AN ELDER"Let the Tianwu Sect handle
the following battles. Guard Yin Qiuyi well!"Chu Lin glanced at Yin Qiuyi indifferently. Her eyes
had returned to their former elegance, but there was a slight warmth in them that could not be
melted."Brother Chu Lin... you must be careful. The Great Elder of Shimo Domain is very
strong!" Song Li was worried. The Great Elder of Shimo Domain had defeated the Pavilion
Master of Qianshi Pavilion and Senior Sister in a row. The disciples of Qianshi Pavilion had
already regarded him as a nightmare."Friends of Tianwu Sect, I would like to thank you on behalf
of Qianshi Pavilion for helping us today. However, if you can't defeat the enemy, you don't have to
worry about our Qianshi Pavilion anymore. Just leave now. However, even if our Qianshi Pavilion
is destroyed, we will never compromise with Shimo Domain!"Yin Qiuyi lowered her eyes slightly
and spoke softly with some shyness.Chu Lin chuckled and looked at Yin Qiuyi. His meaning was
unknown. He then looked at the warriors of Shimo Domain in the sky and said, "Let me handle
the rest of the matters."Yin Qiuyi's heart was in chaos. She forcefully suppressed the chaotic
emotions in her heart. No matter what, Chu Lin's appearance had caused her to be confused.
This was not a perfect state of mind.Her relationship with Chu Lin was extremely complicated.
The Confusion Realm in her dream had troubled her for a long time. Until Chu Lin left the
Canglan Realm and her cultivation base gradually increased, her heart gradually calmed down.
It seemed like the dream and Chu Lin were just illusions.However, now that Chu Lin had
appeared once again, she knew that it wasn't those dreams that had disappeared. Instead, it
was buried deep in her heart, waiting for it to explode at any time.Yin Qiuyi helplessly discovered
that she and Chu Lin had already established a connection that she could not part with.Seeing
Chu Lin resolutely walk towards the Shimo Domain's army, Yin Qiuyi's red lips moved slightly,
"Be careful!"Under the nervous gaze of the large number of Qianshi Pavilion's disciples and the
indifferent gaze of countless Shimo Domain's experts, Chu Lin slowly stepped out and stood on
the collapsed ground. He coldly looked at Loong Feng and lightly smiled. His smile was filled
with fearless killing intent."Who are you? You think you are qualified to make a move on the
matters of Shimo Domain?" Loong Feng coldly harrumphed and stared at Chu Lin."Shimo



Domain? I killed the dog of Shimo Domain!" Chu Lin replied coldly.Loong Feng's eyes lit up. Just
as he was about to say something, he saw a few elders of Shimo Domain flying towards him.
They whispered into his ear, "Great Elder, that's Chu Lin from Tianwu Sect!""En?" Loong Feng
was shocked, then he looked at Chu Lin from top to bottom. He laughed coldly, "I said, which
blind kid is it? It was the little devil that was chased away by our Shimo Domain like a dog.
What's wrong? He had been wandering outside for four years, and now he was unwilling to
come back to the Canglan Realm? And he was behaving like a human being. Hehe.""Back in the
Exotic Ruins City, your biggest mistake was not being able to kill me." Chu Lin smiled."You? You
think you're worthy of making the Shimo Domain fear you? Arrogant!" Loong Feng coldly
harrumphed."Those three old bastards from the Shimo Domain aren't dead yet, are they?" The
smile on Chu Lin's face froze, and his eyes coldly sized up Loong Feng."Chu Lin, can you
comment on Third Devil Lord from Shimo Domain as you wish?"An elder of Shimo Domain
raged, and killing intent surged in his eyes. In the next moment, his figure flashed, and a
magnificent Gene Energy swept across his body. The momentum was frightening, and a punch
that contained all the strength in his body pierced through the space and directly struck towards
Chu Lin's head.This punch had directly shattered the ground below.Facing the attack of the
elder, Chu Lin stared coldly at Loong Feng. He didn't care about the incoming attack at all. When
the attack of the elder of Shimo Domain hit his head, he slowly raised his arm and pushed it
forward.Bang!The punch that could split open mountains and split open seas landed heavily on
Chu Lin's body. Just as those people were waiting for the heaven-shaking momentum to erupt,
they didn't find anything strange. Chu Lin's figure didn't move at all. His hand was wrapped in the
fist of the Shimo Domain's elder. His seemingly ordinary palm was glowing with a silvery white
light, like a bottomless abyss. All of his attacks were nullified."Hmm?"When the elder of Shimo
Domain saw this, his face changed dramatically, and his whole body trembled in fear. Just as he
was about to leave this place, Chu Lin's cold gaze fell upon him.Swoosh!Just as Chu Lin took a
step forward, a palm pierced through the void and smashed onto the head of the elder of Shimo
Domain. A purple light flashed in his eyes, and two kinds of Rule Force burst out from his palm,
pressing down violently.Bang!The elder's body started twitching in pain. Then, with a loud bang,
he exploded into a pool of blood. A silver ray of purple light shot out, followed by a miserable cry
that came from the blood mist. The golden light with black patterns was trying to escape towards
the Great Elder, but it was grabbed by a hand. Without any mercy, he squeezed hard. The Great
Elder's soul was crushed.In just a few breaths' time, an Apocalyptic Stage super expert was
completely eradicated. That decisive and ruthless action was even more ruthless than Yin
Qiuyi's."This..."Those disciples of Qianshi Pavilion who were watching the battle all stared with
their eyes wide open. Their eyes were filled with horror as they looked at the thin line of sight of
the figure. It was as if they had seen a monster. Yin Qiuyi was able to reach such a level. It was
because she had the inheritance of the Pavilion Master, but Chu Lin... He had been away from
the Canglan Realm for four years. Why was he so powerful?"Chu Lin... When did he become so
powerful..." Song Li said with a bitter smile.Yin Qiuyi also looked at the man who killed an



Apocalyptic Stage with a complicated expression. She secretly sighed. This Chu Lin was just
like before, he was still a monstrous genius...However, he had only used four years to reach his
current level. What kind of tough training did Chu Lin have to endure in these four years?Yin
Qiuyi could not help but smile lightly. That smile that was like a fresh flower stunned the large
number of Qianshi Pavilion disciples behind her because they had never seen Senior Sister,
who had always been elegant and calm, still smile."Do you guys still want to come?"Chu Lin
smiled faintly and looked at the Shimo Domain's elders in the sky, "Why didn't those three dogs
come?"Loong Feng looked at Chu Lin with a pair of cold eyes. The mocking smile on his face
had completely disappeared. It was very difficult for him to kill an Apocalyptic Stage warrior in an
instant. Obviously, the current Chu Lin wasn't a disciple of Tianwu Sect who was beaten up like a
dog by them four years ago."These four years, haven't you been completely abandoned?
However, it's still too weak to defeat the Shimo Domain with just this!" An ice-cold aura flowed on
Loong Feng's face."I know very well that you dog things have quite a deep connection with those
things in the Black Fog Mutant Beast, but it doesn't matter anymore. Whether it's the Shimo
Domain or the Black Fog Mutant Beast, I will make sure that they are clean!" Chu Lin said with a
cold smile."You actually know about the Black Fog Mutant Beast!" Loong Feng's eyes suddenly
narrowed as he cried out involuntarily.CHAPTER 1110 - CHU LIN'S PRESTIGE"The strength of
your Shimo Domain has skyrocketed, and it was only because of the help of the Black Fog
Mutant Beast and the other things. Otherwise, do you think you can flatten the Canglan Realm
with just a bunch of trash like you?"Chu Lin sneered and stared coldly at Loong Feng, "I'll take
care of you. The Qi of the black fog in your body is extremely dense. It seems like it has not been
a year or two since you were infected by the evil shadow. Your Shimo Domain is really
disgusting. For the sake of strength, you dare to provoke any kind of thing.""Brat, you will die
today!""Life Extinguishing Slash!"A black light flashed in Loong Feng's eyes, and his killing intent
surged violently. The black fog in the sky condensed into Gene Energy and merged into waves
around him. Then, he waved his hand, and the thick black fog condensed into a thousand meter
long blade light, slashing down furiously.The moment Loong Feng attacked, he displayed a
strength that far exceeded that of the other elders. The disciples of Qianshi Pavilion behind him
were extremely shocked, and their hearts were hanging in their throats.The blade light fell down
quickly, and it seemed as if the entire spatial zone had been split open. However, Chu Lin still
had an indifferent expression on his face. Just as the blade light was about to slash down, a
silvery white light flashed above his head.Buzz ~ ~The blade light slashed into the silvery white
light membrane, and with a dull sound, it disappeared without a sound. The silvery white light
turned into fluorescent light spots and dispersed. Everything was extremely strange."That is..."
Loong Feng was also shocked. He stared at Chu Lin and said in a deep voice. "What kind of
Rule Wonder is that? It actually possesses such a strange law!"Chu Lin chuckled. He waved his
hand and aimed his palm at Loong Feng. Immediately, he clenched it heavily.Swoosh!The
moment Chu Lin squeezed his palm, Loong Feng's facial expression changed abruptly. His
figure turned into rays of light and flew away. However, just as he was about to retreat, the space



around him quickly twisted. A deep purple void was formed around him. The void that carried a
corrosive force squeezed and shattered the space.Bang!A painful groan was emitted from within
the pressure of the space. However, the Gene Energy that was surging even more violently was
torn apart just like that. Loong Feng's body was covered in injuries as he escaped from the void.
Although the strength of this attack that came from Pluto King wasn't bad... However, Loong
Feng wasn't an ordinary man. Although he was riddled with injuries, he wasn't killed by Chu
Lin."This is another Rule Wonder, this is Mo Yuan's heart!" Loong Feng immediately recognized
the infamous Rule Wonder in the history of the galaxy. The characteristics of this Rule Wonder
were too obvious, there was no way he would mistake it for something else.Chu Lin lightly smiled
and did not open his mouth to defend himself. The current him was no longer the cautious
person who held all the treasures in his body and did not dare to use them. With his current
strength, it was enough to make anyone look at him."But so what if you have the Rule Wonder?
Such a precious treasure is simply wasted in the hands of a little brat like you!"Loong Feng's
face was twisted into a mess. The black fog in his eyes became even more intense, and his face
was filled with ferocity and cruelty. After that, he took a step forward, and the black fog rolled
around, forming a huge black fog figure that was a thousand meters tall beside him."Life
Extinguishing Fist!"A deep roar erupted from Loong Feng's throat. It was obvious that he had
strengthened his strength to the extreme. The current Chu Lin only made him feel extremely
dangerous.Loong Feng's body flew into the black fog. Immediately after that, a blood-red light
surged on the face of the black fog figure. He waved his hand, bringing along a world-shaking
destructive force as it smashed down heavily.Bang! Bang!Before the attack landed on the
ground, the terrifying force had shattered the entire ground. The floating island quickly collapsed
under this attack. The entire island fell down from the sky, and everyone's faces turned pale.Chu
Lin raised his eyes and looked at the black fog fist that was rapidly enlarging in his eyes. Then,
he raised his hand slightly. The purple silver light flickered and his entire right hand turned into a
liquid state that was filled with energy. The purple light and strange light intertwined and reflected
each other. Two clusters of strange light faintly flickered within the liquid matter.In the past, Chu
Lin could only use the strength of two Rule Wonder to turn his fingers into liquid. Now that his
strength had increased, he could already compress his entire arm. That terrifying strength was
naturally even more turbulent."I'll settle the score with you, you dog!"Bang!Chu Lin stomped his
foot on the ground. His figure turned into a ray of light and shot towards the figure in the black
fog. He didn't have any intention of dodging. It seemed like he was going to fight Loong Feng
face to face.When the disciples of Qianshi Pavilion saw the collision in the sky, they were
shocked and kept their mouths shut. Only Yin Qiuyi's eyes were calm, but if anyone observed
carefully, they would find that her fists were clenched tightly in her sleeves.Rustle  Two rays of
light flashed, and in an instant, under everyone's eyes, they collided heavily.Bang ~ ~ ~An
indescribable force of collision spread across the sky like waves. Under the terrifying force, the
entire space showed signs of instability.Everyone's eyes were fixed on the source of the
rumbling. The palms of those disciples of Qianshi Pavilion were already filled with sweat.Yin



Qiuyi's calm eyes were staring at the sky. Then, her eyes changed slightly. She saw a beam of
light shooting out from the center of the surging energy. That huge fist was shattered by the
beam of light.Woosh ~ ~ ~Wherever the light passed, the fist of the black fog exploded and
collided with the huge figure of the black fog."Roar!"The black fog figure was also clearly aware
of the terror of the neon light and immediately roared. The thick black fog aura rolled in front of
him and formed a large array of black fog.However, the speed of the neon light was not reduced
at all under the black mist array. In an instant, it appeared in front of the array. The glowing purple
liquid arm was like a huge sword that could destroy everything in the world as it smashed heavily
onto the black mist array.Dong -The two collided heavily, and a dull sound echoed throughout
the sky. Countless silver and purple lights flashed out of Chu Lin's hands, and collided with the
Black Wu Great Formation."Chu Lin, you have two Rule Wonder in your hands. Is that all you
have? With your strength, you still want to take revenge on me, Third Devil Lord of Shimo
Domain? Stupid!" The two of them collided and balanced each other. After the figure in the black
fog had gone mad, Loong Feng's wild and mocking voice resounded across the sky."Idiot..."
Chu Lin looked at the figure who was roaring crazily with a cold expression in his eyes. The
liquified palm suddenly tightened. Two clusters of light appeared on the skin of his hand and
overlapped with each other. Immediately, a silvery purple light flashed across the sky.Bang ~ ~
~Chu Lin gently retracted his hand. In the next moment, it heavily collided with the silhouette of
the person who was surrounded by the black fog.Crack! Crack!This time, the black fog formation
trembled violently. The solid defense seemed to be useless under Chu Lin's attack. The two rays
of light were actually able to penetrate the formation and tear it apart.CHAPTER 1111 - THESE
ARE ALL TIANWU"You!"The grand formation was destroyed, causing Loong Feng to lose his
voice. His voice was filled with shock. This grand formation was created with all of his strength,
but it still couldn't withstand Chu Lin's attack.Swoosh!Chu Lin didn't give Loong Feng any time to
catch his breath. With a flash, he landed in front of the figure in black fog. * Hong Long...... *The
beam of silver and purple energy fell from the sky like a falling star. It pierced through the sky and
crashed into the figure. A shrill cry resounded across the sky. The beam of silver and purple
energy had actually broken through the figure of the figure!The black fog Qi that filled the sky
spread in all directions from the large figure. The black color quickly faded. Loong Feng once
again appeared in front of everyone. Currently, there was a huge hole in Loong Feng's chest. His
originally gloomy face was completely bloodless. His eyes were filled with shock."You..."Loong
Feng's gloomy face stared at Chu Lin. He had never expected that his defensive technique
would be defeated by Chu Lin in just two moves."This is impossible..."Loong Feng said in a
daze. He was a martial artist who had come into contact with an aura that was beyond his realm.
As long as he didn't meet a top expert of the realm, it would be extremely difficult for him to
defeat him. But now, the battle had just begun, and he had been defeated so quickly. How could
he, who was proud of himself, accept this?"Chu Lin won!"When the disciples of Qianshi Pavilion
saw this, they cried out in pleasant surprise. Their eyes were filled with surprise and joy. They
had witnessed Loong Feng's strength just now, and even the master of Qianshi Pavilion was



powerless to defeat him. They had never thought that such a terrifying expert wouldn't be able to
defeat Chu Lin. It seemed like the desperate situation of Qianshi Pavilion had already been
resolved.Yin Qiuyi, who was standing at the side, loosened her grip slightly. Her palm was filled
with wet sweat."Great Elder!" Immediately, three people flew over from the army of Shimo
Domain. When they saw the serious injuries on Loong Feng's body, their eyes were filled with
shock.Loong Feng gritted his teeth and pointed his finger forward, letting go of all the restraints
in his heart. He shouted. "Disciples of Shimo Domain, listen up! Kill all these people from the
Qianshi Pavilion and Tianwu Sect!""The three of you, follow me and trap that little devil from the
Tianwu Sect!"Loong Feng looked at the remaining three elders of Shimo Domain who were
standing beside him. They had suffered a huge loss just now, so it was obvious that they didn't
dare to fight Chu Lin alone anymore."Yes!"The disciples of Shimo Domain replied. All of them
shouted at the same time. Their eyes were filled with a black light, and a strong killing intent
burst out from them. Like a tidal wave, it spread towards the disciples of the Qianshi Pavilion.Yin
Qiuyi saw the attack of Shimo Domain coming at her again, and a cold light flashed across her
face. Just as she was about to make a move, Chu Lin who was standing on the horizon laughed.
He then made a grabbing motion with his hand, and a cold voice sounded."All the people of
Shimo Domain have been corroded by the Evil Shadow Clan and turned into devils. I think we
should just kill all of them."Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh!After Chu Lin spoke, a large amount of
sound was heard in the sky. After that, several people appeared above the heads of the disciples
of Qianshi Pavilion."A group of evil demons. For the sake of strength, they actually dared to
touch those things. They really deserve to die!"As soon as these people appeared, a grand aura
surged outwards. They waved their big hands, and the surging Gene Energy turned into a layer
of light, covering all the disciples of Qianshi Pavilion within it."What a terrifying aura! Could it be
that these people... are all from the Tianwu Sect?" Song Li looked at the figures floating in the air
in shock and murmured. She clearly knew that each and every one of them was no weaker than
the Pavilion Master.
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